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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Reasons to study the brain

Without any doubt the brain is the most fabulous machine in the universe.

Animals have brains and we humans have brains. We actually are brains. All our activities and bodily functions are directed by the brain under control of the brain.

In the past human were thinking that science was a discipline of research separated from the science of the mind. We human, were convinced that not living things, like materialistic matter like physics, engineering, chemistry or biology, were fields that could be studied using science. However, there was the conviction that brain was a separate field of study.

Studying the brain was out of question. Brain was considered to be a mysterious entity, in which mind, consciousness and soul reside. At the beginning of the century, many scientists in the life science field started to investigate on the brain using simple tools, first doing post-mortem examinations in animals and humans, and later with modernization studying the brain more systematically.

It was soon discovered that brain shows a lot of electrical activity and the sole active element in the brain is the neuron, a specialized cell. This cell, that I will describe later, is a simple element that essentially does only one simple thing: it gives a quick electric impulse, called spike, or action potential. I will describe this functions later in details. However, our brain is simply a complex connection of a great number of neurons.

Currently science have no idea how all our creativity, our consciousness and our ability to think and change the world around us, are realized simply by connecting many neurons together. We can imagine that one day we will be able to understand how the brain works, when that day will arrive, we will be able to construct artificial brains. This will give an enormous impulse to human technology and human society as a whole.
Brain is not a magic box, something that we do not have the scientific means to study. Brain is a machine, a computational machine. It is made by connected neurons, and for small animals with small brains, we even know almost perfectly the connections configuration. Brain give small animals perfect control on their bodies and functions. A bee for example, can solve very difficult problems, like flying from one place to the other, arriving on km away flower filed, land exactly to a flower, take the pollen, lift off and find the way fly back home.

A bee is even able to communicate to other bees the position of the field, using complex body language communication. All of this, plus many other things, are realized by the very small brain of the insect, that have less than one million neurons. Take in account that a neuron can emit its spikes at maximum rate of 200 Hz, whereas our best computers cannot yet land a plane automatically. We need a brain to do that.

Even if brains are so slow and so simple, they give animals full control of their bodies, they allow the solutions of very complex problems and the realization of very structured societies (consider the societies of Ants, that have a brain with only 250.000 neurons). Brains also have huge memory, consider for example the enormous amount of things that we adult human know, but also small ants and small animals, are able to memorize a lot of things, with minimal brains sizes.

What are currently the facts about the brain? We will show later that we know exactly how one neuron works. We have currently mathematical models that can emulate almost perfectly the electrical functioning of a single neuron.

Even if brains are simply many neurons connected in an intricate way, we have no theory about how the brain works. If we could understand that, it will be for sure the most important discovery in human history.

One of the most important motivation to study the brain, is not only the possible technological applications that we can achieve with artificial-brain science, but by the fact that up to few years ago brains were basically studied solely by life-science researchers. These scientists studied the brain from the functionality point of view, trying to understand what are the inner functions a brain, but leaving aside the more complex theoretical and mathematical reproductions of these functions. For this goal, the goal to achieve understanding and reproduce artificially brain functions, scientists like physicists, mathematicians and engineers are more qualified, because they are more accustomed to construct and simulate physical systems and machines.
1.1. Reasons to study the brain

In other words, the brain is a computational machine, so we need also physicists, mathematicians and engineers to understand it and reveal its secrets. G. Neves (Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 9, 65-75, 2008) states in a paper on Synaptic plasticity that we do not know yet how networks of neurons work. In particular in his study they concentrate on the how networks encode and represent memory. Even the most simple memory element, the binary minimal entity yes or no or 0/1 case, is not clear how it is represented in our brain. For example we may have decide if to go to the cinema tomorrow or not. Once this decision has been taken, the information yes I will go, or no I will not will be stored somewhere in our brain. Even this very small information bit is not known how it is stored by the brain.

Buonomaro [11] in Nature Reviews in 2009 have shown that we do not have yet a computational framework for the brain. This theoretical background remains elusive and we have very few insight on how to proceed.

Some authors like Karl Friston, in Nature Reviews Neuroscience, vol 11, 2010, put forward the problem of a unified brain theory. We need a paradigm that can help us to understand and decode the brain functioning and unfortunately we do not have that yet.

The study of brain principles is at the beginning of its history. Any small incremental contribution to the mathematical and theoretical investigation on the brain could be a discovery of paramount importance. There is a great potential for fundamental discovery in the study of the finding of how the brain works and how we could cure it. Life-science brain research is also concerned on why certain functions are working in a certain way and how this is inserted in the big picture of an organism.

However, physicists, mathematicians and engineering have a different perspective. The final goal of these researchers is to reproduce the functions of the brain on machines. The intermediate goal is to establish a theoretical framework, that is currently almost completely missing. We want to understand what is the mathematics behind brain working, and what are the algorithms running in the brain. Brain for us is a computational machine, so we need computational theory understanding to solve the mystery of the brain functioning. The ultimate goal of this is to implement brain algorithms on machinery, networks and computers in order, not only to understand better how we work, but also to realize new intelligent devices, much better, faster and reliable than us.

Currently brain research, from this latter point of view, is beginning to be
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found on journals like Physical Review E, Physica A, Physical Review Letters, Journal of Physics A to cite a few prominent Physics journals. Other physic related journals that publish on brain and cognitive research are Institute of Physics Chaos, PLoS one and of course more generalist an highly cited magazines like Science or Nature

1.2 The neuron and brain

Through human sense (vision, auditory, touch sense, taste, smell, equilibrium) brain gets external information and process the information. The functioning of the brain is very complex, the basic unit is neuron. The human brain is made up of billions of neurons. Each neuron has a cell body, an axon, synapses and many dendrites.

Neurons have a difference in voltage between the inside of the cell and its exterior environment. Each neuron maintains a potential difference across its membrane inside is about –70 mV relative to outside. This flux of ions creates the a difference in the concentration of certain ions, and therefore in voltage, between its outside and inside. For one neuron system, the most important ions are potassium ($K^+$), sodium ($Na^+$), chlorine ($Cl^-$), and calcium ($Ca^{2+}$), and each ion channel accepts only one of these ion species.

As in figure 1.1, $Na^+$ and $Cl^-$ concentrations are higher outside; $K^+$ concentration is higher inside When the neuron is stimulated by chemical or physical elements, such as receiving a neurotransmitter (chemical synapse) or electrical synapse (gap junction), some of $Na^+$ channels will open, allowing positively charged $Na^+$ ions to go inside the neuron. This $Na^+$ invasion depolarizes the neuron membrane potential as in the figure 1.3. If this depolarization continues and the potential surpass a specific threshold value, an action potential (spike) will be generated. Much more $Na^+$ ion channels suddenly open, allowing the neuron to flood with positively charged $Na^+$ ions, so the membrane potential will generate a peak. We call the electrical pulse during this period action potential or spike. Action potential is the basis of information transfer and processing between neurons in the brain.

1.3 Neuron Model

In 1952, in order to develop an mathematical model to describe how a neuron’s membrane potential evolves and the variety of action potentials (spikes), scientist A.L. Hodgkin and A.F. Huxley observed the action potentials in the
1.3. Neuron Model

Figure 1.1: This movement of ions will change the membrane potential.

Figure 1.2: Function model of a neuron

Squid’s giant axon and developed the so-called Hodgkin-Huxley equation. The equation is described as following:

\[ I = C \frac{dv}{dt} + \bar{g}_{Na} m^3 h (V - V_{Na}) + \bar{g}_K n^4 (V - V_K) + \bar{g}_L (V - V_L), \]
\[ dm/dt = (S_m(V) - m)/T_m(V), \]
\[ dh/dt = (S_h(V) - h)/T_h(V), \]
\[ dn/dt = (S_n(V) - n)/T_n(V). \]

\[ C = 1 \mu F/cm^2, \quad \bar{g}_{Na} = 120.0 mS/cm^2, \quad \bar{g}_K = 36.0 mS/cm^2 \]
\[ \bar{g}_L = 0.3 mS/cm^2, \quad V_{Na} = 55.0 mV, \quad V_K = 55.0 mV, \]
\[ V_L = -49.387 mV \]
Figure 1.3: In this diagram of an action potential, you can see the membrane potential spike that peaks around +30mV (as you can see, this neuron’s resting potential is a little higher than the usual −70mV). This kind of electrical pulse is called action potential (spike).

In this equation:

\[ V \]  is membrane potential;

\[ m \]  is \( Na^+ \) activation \((0 < m < 1)\);

\[ n \]  is \( K^+ \) activation \((0 < n < 1)\);

\[ h \]  is \( Na^+ \) inactivation \((0 < h < 1)\);

\[ t \]  is time (ms);

\[ I \]  is current \((µA/cm^2)\).

As in equation 1.1, Hodgkin-Huxley model has four variables with four equations. \( g_{Na} \) and \( g_K \) are the electrical conductance of the \( Na^+ \) and \( K^+ \), parameters \( n, m, h \) are the gating unit variables to describe the probabilities of opening ion gate. Hodgkin-Huxley model succeed for the explanation of action potential generation in a neuron.

In 1982, depend on the action potentials of snail neurons, Hindmarsh and Rose constructed the Hindmarsh-Rose neuron model. Now, this model is used to simulate the dynamics of membrane potential observed in one neuron. The system is characterized by three independent variables that represent the membrane potential and the two ion channel currents. The single neuron model is described by the following differential equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= y - ax^3 + bx^2 - z + I \\
\dot{y} &= c - dx^2 - y \\
\dot{z} &= r[s(x - \chi) - z]
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)
1.3. Neuron Model

In this equation, $x$ is time dependent and represents the membrane potential, whereas $y$ and $z$ are often called the spiking and bursting variables, respectively[18]. Those variables are all expressed in arbitrary units and do not have a direct translation in biologically realistic parameters[27]. And in the following figure, it shows the simulation of membrane potential phenomenon in one burst spiking neuron.

![Simulation of Hindmarsh-Rose model](image)

**Figure 1.4**: Simulation of Hindmarsh-Rose model and it shows burst spiking activity of one neuron.

Another very efficient model for neuron dynamics simulating is the model developed by Izhikevich[30]:

$$
\frac{dv}{dt} = h_1v^2 + h_2v + h_3 - u + I^{ext} + I^{syn}, \tag{1.3}
$$

$$
\frac{du}{dt} = a(bv - u). \tag{1.4}
$$

After the neuron emits a spike, action potential will reset:

$$
if \ v \geq 30mV, \ then \ \begin{cases} 
\ v \leftarrow c \\
\ u \leftarrow u + d. 
\end{cases} \tag{1.5}
$$

This is a reduced, bi-dimensional canonical model that reproduces most prominent behaviour of mammal cortex neurons[13, 61]. The variable $u$ is the membrane recovery variable that represents the activation of $K^+$ channels or inactivation of $Na^+$ or both the phenomena. Parameter $a, b, c, d$ are used for regulating the types of neurons. In fact, $a$ represents the time scale of variable $u$ to recover from a firing, and $b$ determines its sensitivity to the fluctuations of variable $v$. Moreover, $c$ is the after-spike reset value of the membrane potential $v$ and, in the same fashion, $u + d$ is the value that the
recovery variable $u$ resets immediately after-spike. In the equation, $I^{ext}$ denotes a generalized external stimulus and $I^{syn}$ is the synaptic current from a connected pre-synaptic neuron.

In chapter 1, I studied a two coupled-neurons system, as an element and building block of larger networks. Differently from literature studies, we simulated two isolated neurons coupled by finely controlled connection strength parameter $w$ to elucidate its discontinuous effect on the system dynamics (Stich and Verlade used a dynamically changing $w$ whereas Wei et al. tested $w$ in few discrete points). Three general classes of neurons were simulated: bursting, non-bursting with frequency adaptation and frequency acceleration properties: a chattering (CH, bursting) neuron, a regular spiking (RS, frequency adaptation) neuron and a fast spiking (FS, frequency acceleration) neuron. To account for the representation of a brain system, noise and heterogeneity are incorporated in the equations in a realistic fashion.

In chapter 2, we emulated a triggering event in the brain through a single active neuron that we call *initiator* $x_0$ and, in controlled noise conditions, we study the flow of spike activity along the network to evaluate the role of noise amplitude on the signal propagation. We elucidate in a quantitative manner the role of noise and we found for the first time a linear relationship between the amplitude expressed in decibel and the delay interval between initiator $x_0$ first spike and the network activation.
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Non-linear and threshold effects of synaptic connectivity on the correlation parameter of a system of two coupled neurons.

2.1 Coupled Neurons and synaptic connectivity

The analysis of human brain’s neural network behavior is very important for the development of next generation intelligent devices[38, 80]. However, practical applications on how to realize pattern recognition or natural language processing is still a quite difficult problem[49, 12, 42, 25, 74] where the understanding of actual brain mechanism may be groundbreaking. Key to realize progress is the quantitative understanding of the fundamental mechanism related to learning and memory function in our brain, that is to shed light on the so called \textit{synaptic plasticity}, the variation of connection strength between neurons[44]. In this process, temporal relation between spike trains can alter the connection strength between neurons and it is the crucial mechanism for learning and memory[68, 69, 3].

Even if the behaviour of a single neuron is known and its representation with analytical functions possible, the study of two or more connected neurons is difficult because of the extreme non-linearity of neuronal models and the lack of proper tools. The study of complex networks of neurons is baffling despite great efforts because we do not have an established theory on how the Brain encodes, transmits and decodes information. Inspired by the work of Wei, Perez and Cerdeira[78], and the more recent and prominent study of Stich and Velarde[70], the main motivation of this study is to simplify as much as possible the problem and study a two coupled-neurons system, as
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an element and building block of larger networks. Differently from literature studies, we simulated two isolated neurons coupled by finely controlled connection strength parameter $w$ to elucidate its discontinuous effect on the system dynamics (Stich and Verlade used a dynamically changing $w$ whereas Wei et al. tested $w$ in few discrete points). Three general classes of neurons were simulated: bursting, non-bursting with frequency adaptation and frequency acceleration properties: a chattering (CH, bursting) neuron, a regular spiking (RS, frequency adaptation) neuron and a fast spiking (FS, frequency acceleration) neuron. To account for the representation of a brain system, noise and heterogeneity are incorporated in the equations in a realistic fashion.

2.2 Model

A very efficient and widely applicable simulation method is the Izhikevich model[35]:

$$\frac{dv}{dt} = h_1 v^2 + h_2 v + h_3 - u + I^{ext} + I^{syn},$$

(2.1)

$$\frac{du}{dt} = a(bv - u).$$

(2.2)

After the neuron emits a spike, action potential will reset:

$$if \ v \geq 30mV, \ then \ \begin{cases} \ v \leftarrow c \\ u \leftarrow u + d. \end{cases}$$

(2.3)

This is a reduced, bi-dimensional canonical model that reproduces most prominent behaviour of mammal cortex neurons[13, 61]. In this equation, $h_1 = 0.04$, $h_2 = 5$ and $h_3 = 140$ are constants scaled by Izhikevich in order to have the time $t$ in milliseconds and the voltage $v$ in millivolts. The variable $u$ is the membrane recovery variable that represents the activation of $K^+$ channels or inactivation of $Na^+$ or both the phenomena. Parameter $a, b, c, d$ are used for regulating the types of neurons. In fact, $a$ represents the time scale of variable $u$ to recover from a firing, and $b$ determines its sensitivity to the fluctuations of variable $v$. Moreover, $c$ is the after-spike reset value of the membrane potential $v$ and, in the same fashion, $u + d$ is the value that the recovery variable $u$ resets immediately after-spike[35]. In the equation, $I^{ext}$ denotes a generalized external stimulus and $I^{syn}$ is the synaptic current from a connected pre-synaptic neuron.
In this framework, the analytical expression of two neuron connected with a strength $w$ is given by the solution of this system of differential equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{v}_m &= h_1 v_m^2 + h_2 v_m + h_3 - u_m + I_m^{\text{ext}} \\
\dot{v}_n &= h_1 v_n^2 + h_2 v_n + h_3 - u_n + I_n^{\text{ext}} + w * (v_m - v_n),
\end{align*}
\tag{2.4}
\]

where we indicated with the index $m$ the pre-synaptic and $n$ the post-synaptic neurons (the signal transfers from pre-synaptic neuron to post-synaptic neuron). We would like to have completely analytical expression relating the post-synaptic membrane potential to the pre-synaptic one in function of the connection strength $w$. However, the study of this is difficult because of the non-derivable nature of the threshold in equation (2.3), so numerical simulation is adopted. Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 show the spike train of three classes of neurons simulated with the model described in details below. The so-called *chattering* (CH) neurons exist in superficial layers of the cortex and generate synchronous oscillations in the visual cortex[24]. They are excitatory neurons and generate repetitive bursts and short-duration spikes. The *regular spiking* (RS) neurons are typically spiny pyramidal cells which widely exist in the brain[41]. These are excitatory neurons and characterized by spike-frequency adaptation, that is the slow increase in inter-spike interval at constant stimulation.

The third class used is the so-called *fast spiking* (FS) that have similar high firing rates, but show the opposite phenomena of spike-frequency acceleration. Some cortical inhibitory inter-neurons belong to this type and are important for the generation of gamma waves in the brain. In general FS neurons and RS neurons exhibit no bursts and inter-spike interval of RS neurons are broader than CH and FS neurons[55, 23, 33] (for other details see Izhikevich 2007[30]).

We used two configurations to couple the two neurons. In the first configuration, to induce spiking the pre-synaptic neuron $m$ is excited by a constant current $I^{\text{ext}}[9]$. We want to study the bare effect of stimulation, so postsynaptic neuron is not stimulated, but reacts solely to the pre-synaptic signals (configuration A). In another test (configuration B), both of the two neurons are connected to an external stimulus. These two configurations exist in realistic neural system. A correlation parameter $\rho$ (introduced later in equation (2.9)) was used to estimate the correlation between the spike train of the two neurons in function of connection strength $w$. 
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-65</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1:** Values of parameters $a, b, c, d$. These four parameters are used for determining the types of neurons.

The already mentioned figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 show the resulting action potential variable $v$ of three types of neurons CH, RS, FS over time $t$. Simulations have been performed with the model described in equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) with $I_{ext} = 8 mA$ where values of the parameters $a, b, c, d$ are defined as in Table 2.1. No other input signals, internal or external noises are introduced. T

![Figure 2.1: Spike train of a CH neuron, the external stimulus $I_{ext}$ was fixed at $8 mA$. The value of the membrane potential is calculated every 0.01 ms for 50000 data points.](image)

Neuron $m$ and neuron $n$ are coupled by a single electrical synapse that mediates the two action potentials $v_m(t)$ and $v_n(t)$ (see figure 2.5). The connection strength $w$ ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. To avoid artifacts due to the representation of identical neurons and the systematic summation of numerical errors, we introduced heterogeneity and a small level of noise, elements that are present in actual biological systems. Heterogeneity was introduced by defining CH and RS neurons with $a$ and $b$ parameter fixed accordingly to table (2.1) and variable parameters $c_m$ and $d_m$. Those are centered in table (2.1)’s $c$ and $d$ and spread randomly accordingly to the formulas $c_m = c + 15r_m^2$ and $d_m = 8 - 6r_m^2$, $r_m$ is a uniform-distributed random variable on the interval [0,1] (Izhikevich, 2003[35]). In the case of FS neurons, we defined $a_m = a + 0.08r_m$ and $b_m = b - 0.05r_m$ and $c$ and $d$ are constant accordingly.
2.2. Model

**Figure 2.2**: Spike profile for a RS neuron, the external stimulus $I_{ext}$ is 8mA, time step 0.01 ms and there are 50000 points in the graph.

**Figure 2.3**: A plot of the action potential of the FS neuron described in the text. The external stimulus $I_{ext}$ is fixed at 8mA. Time interval is 0.01 ms for a total of 50000 data points.

again to table (2.1). Concerning the external noise term, we consider that in a real biological system, adjacent spiking neurons will generate a noise that has the statistical distribution of the sum of each of those neurons. The central limit theorem states that the sum of a great number of arbitrarily distributed event tends to a Gaussian distribution, so the noise in our simulations is distributed in the same way (Bennet, 2004[8]).

Firstly, we generated a Gaussian distributed random variable $X \sim N(\mu, \sigma^2)$. Here $X$ is generated internally by a standard numerical library (python `numpy`), $\mu$ is the mean value around which the Gaussian is centered and $\sigma$ is the corresponding standard deviation.

The differential equations are integrated with Euler method and the index $i$ represents the $i_{th}$ integration loop. For each simulation conditions a trial running is done to evaluate the average amplitude of the action potential $A$, 
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this value is then used as a constant parameter in the actual tests,

\[ A = \frac{\Sigma_i v_i}{N}. \]  

(2.5)

Accordingly to literature[16, 86], a reasonable value for noise level in real brains is about 20dB, so SNR(signal-to-noise ratio) was defined as \(10 \log_{10}(\frac{A}{A_{\text{noise}}})^2\).

The SNR was kept at 20 dB, so \(A_{\text{noise}}\) is

\[ A_{\text{noise}}^2 = \frac{A^2}{10^{\frac{\text{SNR}}{10}}}, \]

(2.6)

where \(\varepsilon_i\) is the noise variable calculated at each integration loop. In our experiment, we used \(\delta t\) to estimate one step of the time interval. Equation (2.1) becomes:

\[ v_{i+1} = v_i + (h_1 v_i^2 + h_2 v_i + h_3 - u_i + I_{\text{ext}}^i + I_{\text{syn}}^i + \varepsilon_i) \delta t. \]  

(2.7)

To avoid artifacts due to unrealistic instantaneous transfer of information, a fixed delay \(\tau\) between two neurons interaction was introduced[39, 20, 28]. The time delay in mammalian neocortex is estimated by several biological experiments[72, 71], here the constant delay was fixed to \(\tau = 0.01 \text{ ms}\)[32]. We also fixed the single integration step (index \(i\)) \(\delta t\) as 0.01 \(\text{ms}\) in our Euler integration method. This will suffice to avoid artifacts and represent existent neuronal delay in a certain amount.

The equations governing the system of two neurons are described as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
   \dot{v}(t)_m &= h_1 v_m(t)^2 + h_2 v_m(t) + h_3 - u_m(t) + I_{\text{ext}}^m(t) + \varepsilon_m(t) \\
   \dot{v}(t)_n &= h_1 v_n(t)^2 + h_2 v_n(t) + h_3 - u_n(t) + I_{\text{ext}}^n(t) + w \ast (v_m(t-\tau) - v_n(t)) + \varepsilon_n(t).
\end{align*}
\]

(2.8)

The term \(w \ast (v_m(t-\tau) - v_n(t))\) represents the synaptic current for the post-synaptic neuron \(n\) with the information coming from the pre-synaptic neuron \(m\) retarded by a delay \(\tau\). The coefficient \(w\) is called here connection strength and ranges from zero (system decoupled) and one (a perfectly coupled system)[31]. The expressions relative to the recovery variable \(u\) and the threshold behavior are calculated accordingly to above equations (2.2) and (2.3).
Synchronization and phase locking of the system was estimated by the correlation coefficients $\rho$ with the following equations:

$$\rho = \frac{Cov(S_m, S_n)}{\sqrt{Var(S_m)Var(S_n)}}$$ (2.9)

In this equation, $Cov$ is the covariance between the vectors $S_m$ and $S_n$ and $Var$ is the variance relative to the same vectors. To suppress sub-threshold activity from the correlation calculation, $S$ is an one-dimension vector which stores over-thresholds intervals counts over a time-based slider window.

![Figure 2.4: An exemplification of the method used to remove baseline values from correlation: a sliding window of duration $WT$ is shifted along time. For every time step in which the action potential is over a threshold ($-30mV$), the counter for that window is increased of one unit. An array $S$ is filled with integers that counts the time intervals in which the membrane potential was over the threshold, this happens for each time windows and then the window is shifted to the next adjacent position. The red box indicates the window range and the number 5 is just an example that coincide with the number of spikes visible. Note that, depending of the time step duration, actual count may differ from the spike count. In our study the window width is fixed to 3 $msec$ and time step to 0.1msec.](image)

If $\Delta$ is the duration of the window (in figure 2.4, $\Delta = WT$), $T$ is the length of a experiment[17], the spike train of membrane potential $v$ is converted to the following binary data train $MP$:

$$MP(t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } v(t) \geq -30mV \\ 0 & \text{if } v(t) < -30mV. \end{cases}$$ (2.10)

The threshold was fixed as $-30 mV$ to eliminate any sub-threshold activity in the correlation calculation. Any value over $-50mV$ or less than $20mV$, for example, could have been a good choice too; this particular threshold value was chosen in order to have an accurate representation of the spike
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![Figure 2.5: The two configurations used in our simulations. In panel (a) the pre-synaptic neuron \( m \) receives the external stimulus of \( I_m = 8 \, mA \). In panel (b) both the neurons receive an identical stimulus of \( I = 8 \, mA \). The synaptic current from neuron \( m \) is mediated by the connection strength parameter \( w \).](image)

We used two configurations to couple the two neurons. As shown in figure 2.5(a) and figure 2.5(b), in Configuration A neuron \( m \) has an external stimulus that forces it to spike regularly, neuron \( n \) spike trains are due solely to the stimulation received from \( m \). In Configuration B instead, both of two neurons receive external stimuli. This configuration is used to test if effects observed in A are due to neuron \( m \) drive, or instead due to other implicit characteristics of neuron \( n \).

First of all, we observed how the action potential changed when the connection strength \( w \) between the neurons is varied in Configuration A. In figure 2.6, we simulated two CH neurons and varied the connection strength \( w \) accordingly to configuration A. At first, low values of \( w \) do not induce spiking activity on \( n \) until values of about \( w = 0.15 \). Beyond this \( n \) generates spikes and the correlation of the system increases until the two neurons reach

\[
S(t) = \Sigma_{t+\Delta} MP(t),
\]

\[ t \in \{\Delta, 2\Delta, 3\Delta..., T - \Delta\}. \] (2.11)

In this formula, \( \Delta \) is the length of time windows and \( T \) is the length of simulation time, \( \Delta \) is fixed as 3 ms in all our tests.

2.3 Results and discussion

We used two configurations to couple the two neurons. As shown in figure 2.5(a) and figure 2.5(b), in Configuration A neuron \( m \) has an external stimulus that forces it to spike regularly, neuron \( n \) spike trains are due solely to the stimulation received from \( m \). In Configuration B instead, both of two neurons receive external stimuli. This configuration is used to test if effects observed in A are due to neuron \( m \) drive, or instead due to other implicit characteristics of neuron \( n \).

First of all, we observed how the action potential changed when the connection strength \( w \) between the neurons is varied in Configuration A. In figure 2.6, we simulated two CH neurons and varied the connection strength \( w \) accordingly to configuration A. At first, low values of \( w \) do not induce spiking activity on \( n \) until values of about \( w = 0.15 \). Beyond this \( n \) generates spikes and the correlation of the system increases until the two neurons reach
very high synchronization. At values higher than \( w = 0.45 \), neuron \( m \) is giving the pace to its coupled \( n \) neuron that reaches locking, with correlation \( \rho \) of about 0.8. Even if this is the most simple network realizable, we can say that \( m \) acts as a sort of pacemaker of the system.

Interestingly, lag-synchronization is noticeable in the third plot of figure 2.6, where the two spikes trains appear to be locked, but with a shift in time (lag) that keeps the overall correlation coefficient low (\( \rho = 0.156 \)). This fact is important\([62, 10]\), however here we do not want to investigate on lag synchronization for reason of uniformity and clarity in respect to the correlation and connection strength dependence.

From the dynamical system point of view, this means that for small \( w \) the pulses that neuron \( n \) receives from \( m \), act as perturbation, too small in amplitude to alter the state variables of the neuron that remains around in its equilibrium point at \(-65mV\). This is represented in the phase diagram of figure 2.7(a) where \( v_m \) potential is seen to range from \(-60mV\) to \(+20mV\) flat against an almost constant \( v_n \) that drift around few \( mV \) interval. When \( w \) grows over a certain threshold, these perturbations raise in amplitude until the equilibrium is broken and spiking begins. Moreover, the phase diagram of figure 2.7(d) shows a bifurcated shape for \( \rho = 0.74 \) indicating that the phases are locked at two different states in the two neurons (neuron \( n \) spikes
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when \( m \) is about \(-50\,mV\), whereas \( m \) spike seems to cover a wider span of \( n \) potentials, ranging from \(-70\,mV\) to \(-40\,mV\).

![Figure 2.7: Strong non-linearity in \( w \) observed in the two neurons phase diagram. In this group of figures, the vertical axis is the action potential of the post-synaptic neuron \( n \) and the horizontal axis that of the pre-synaptic \( m \), both the neurons are of type CH. In these simulations only neuron \( m \) is connected to the external stimulus to induce regular beating. In (a) the connection parameter \( w \) is very low (\( w = 0.01 \)), in (b) ten times bigger (\( w = 0.1 \)). Nevertheless in these two plots, the two neurons are not synchronized, their correlation coefficient \( \rho \) is negligible. In panel (c) and (d) the activity of the pre-synaptic neuron induce the other to spike in levels of synchronization proportional to \( w \). In (c) \( w = 0.6 \) and \( \rho = 0.66 \), in (d) the connection is maximum at \( w = 1.0 \) and the correlation reaches \( \rho = 0.74 \).

Most interestingly, the behaviours observed indicate a strongly non-linear dependence of correlation against connection strength. In other words there
is not a linear or smooth transition to the two neurons system synchronization, the profile of $\rho$ against $w$ shown in figure 2.8 reveals a net threshold behaviour that is reproduced at different values for all types of neurons tested.

![Figure 2.8: An example of dependence between correlation $\rho$ and connection strength $w$ between neuron $m$ and $n$. A clear threshold and plateau behaviour is noticeable in most cases (this plot represent the interaction of two Chattering neurons (CH-CH system), the post-synaptic one has no external input). The dots are the correlation coefficients data, a sigmoid function is fitted along them to emphasize the non-linear, step-like behaviour.](image)

Our simulations show that the electrical voltage coupling factor $w$ dependence is non-linear and discontinuous, as shown for example shown later in figure 2.15 (a) where several neurons types exhibit abrupt rise in correlation with increased coupling value $w$. Nevertheless, data can be fitted with a sigmoid with three degree of freedom represented by three parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $w_0$ in the function:

$$\Sigma(w) = \frac{\alpha}{1 + \exp^{-\beta(w-w_0)}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where $w_0$ represents the center of the sigmoid, in other words it represents the position of the threshold, whereas $\alpha$ and $\beta$ represent the height and sharpness of the curve respectively. In table 2.2 we summarize the fitting parameter for all cases discussed.

The inter-spike interval ($ISI$) is key to several models of information coding in the nervous system[88] and can be used in a method to reconstruct the system dynamics[64]. The non-linear dependence of $w$ on synchronization is reflected on a similar strong non-linearity in the inter-spike dynamics. We record the inter-spike interval mean $\mu_{ISI}$ and standard deviation $\sigma_{ISI}$ for the system for the two different configurations. Using vector $PT$ to record the spiking time of the post-synaptic neuron, fixing the spiking time index as $j$, ...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\alpha^A$</th>
<th>$w^A_0$</th>
<th>$\alpha^B$</th>
<th>$w^B_0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH-CH</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-RS</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-FS</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH-FS</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH-RS</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-RS</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS-CH</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-CH</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-FS</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The fitting parameters $\alpha$ and $w_0$ for the sigmoid interpolation of the correlation function $\rho$ versus connection strength $w$ for various neuron types combinations (see CH-CH example in figure 2.8). Interpolation has been done with formula (2.12), $\alpha$ represents the height of the sigmoid plateau, and $w_0$ the center of the curve. The apex A or B of the parameters represent the two connection configurations in figure 2.5.

then the inter-spike element $ISI_j$ can be represented as follows:

$$ISI_j \in \{PT(j+1) - PT(j) \mid j \in (1, 2...J-1)\}, \quad (2.13)$$

here $J$ is the total number of spikes. According to the array of inter-spike intervals $ISI$, we calculated the mean $\mu_{ISI}$ and standard deviation $\sigma_{ISI}$ as follows:

$$\mu_{ISI} = \frac{\Sigma_j ISI_j}{J},$$

$$\sigma_{ISI} = \sqrt{\frac{\Sigma_j (ISI_j^2 - \mu_{ISI}^2)}{J}}. \quad (2.14)$$

We show in figure 2.9 and 2.10 the average $\mu_{ISI}$ and the standard deviation $\sigma_{ISI}$ of the post-synaptic inter-spike interval. All possible neurons types and configurations were examined. In the neurons of configuration A (Fig 5(a)), inter-spike activity is absent for low values of $w$ (for clarity in the plot ISI value is set to zero), then begins at around $w = 0.1$ for most cases. The results also show higher values about $w = 0.4$ or $w = 0.5$ in the cases of RS-RS or FS-FS respectively. After the initial spiking, in all cases the average inter-spike interval decreases and converges to the 2-4 msec range. This means that the spiking rates and the spiking intervals of post-synaptic neuron trend to a stable plateau. Interspike intervals become almost independent to the connection strength between the two neurons.
2.3. Results and discussion

**Figure 2.9:** The y-axis show the average inter-spike interval $\mu_{Is}$ of the post-synaptic neuron $n$, the connection between the two neurons is configured as in figure 2.5(a), no external excitation for post-synaptic neuron. And each configuration shown is the average of 10 experiments, inter-spike variability is in the order of 20%. The figure show that RS neuron and FS neuron need more connection strength to spike compared to other types of neurons. The inter-spike interval was measured in ms. For low values of $w$, the post-synaptic neuron do not spike (interspike interval is infinite). For reason of clarity, we set the ISI value as zero in these cases.

**Figure 2.10:** The y-axis shows the standard deviation $\sigma_{Is}$ of Is. Each configuration shown is the average of 10 experiments. The inter-spike interval was measured in ms. When $w$ is in the range of 0 0.1, the post-synaptic neuron do not spike and the ISI value is set to zero.

We now connect an external input to the post-synaptic neuron $n$ to understand the aspect of the influence of external signals on the phase-locking process. In Figure 2.11 we show the time dependent plot of the two neurons superimposed as in figure 2.6. Now that both neurons are spiking, phase locking is reached sooner than before, the correlation dependence with $w$
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grows faster and the onset differentiation between neuron types combinations is minimal (figure 2.15 (b)). In this case, the phase space of the system, shown in figure 2.12, suggests a very quick synchronization between the two neurons. Also, the system appears to be extremely sensitive to the connection parameter \( w \), since even at \( w = 0.01 \) already a certain level of correlation is observable in the phase space, inset (a) of figure 2.12.

![Graph showing correlation coefficients for different values of w](image)

**Figure 2.11:** Two CH-Ch neurons are connected to an identical external current and reach high level synchronization level for \( w = 1.0 \).

This precise phase locking has been for example observed in couple of neurons by Stich and Verlade[70] using a similar coupling topology. The main difference of our tests with that study is that synaptic conductance was freely changing dynamically accordingly to predetermined rules, whereas in this research we control it systematically to elucidate its influence in the system in detail.

The figures 2.13 and 2.14 show the average inter-spike interval \( \mu_{ISI} \) and the corresponding standard deviation \( \sigma_{ISI} \). In the figures, both neuron \( n \) and neuron \( m \) had a stimulus of 8 mA. In this conditions the inter-spike interval of most of pairs do not change appreciably. However, an exception is the FS-RS system, where the properties of frequency acceleration and adaptation of these neurons come in to play [30, 48, 22].

Neurons belonging to the same class(CH, RS, FS) exhibit random differences in the four Izhikevich model parameters \( a, b, c \) and \( d \) to emulate natural heterogeneity and to avoid possible accumulation of systematic artifacts or errors due to repeated computation on identical systems. For the same
2.3. Results and discussion

Figure 2.12: Phase space of the dynamics of the two neurons connected as in configuration B if \( m \) and \( n \) are both CH neurons. Vertical axis shows the action potential of neuron \( n \) and the horizontal axis the one of neuron \( m \). In (a) the connection strength \( w \) is 0.01 increasing \( w \) to 0.1 in (b) correlation goes to 0.59 and then to 0.96 and 0.98 for \( w = 0.6 \) and \( w = 1.0 \) in (c) and (d) respectively. Compared with tests of figure 2.7, the synchronization reached higher levels and without discontinuity in \( w \). This plot is made by averaging ten different tests.

reasons, simulations have been run ten times and their values were averaged, each dot in the plots of figure 2.15 (a) and (b) represents 10 different experiments run with different random seeds. In these plots, the connection strength \( w \) was varied from zero to 1.0 in steps of 0.05, except for the initial range 0 to 0.1 that is divided in more detailed 12 steps of about 0.008 for better representing initial threshold crossing transition.

As demonstrated in previous studies[26, 54], low and high frequencies inputs will influence the synchronization. Our results for the configuration
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**Figure 2.13:** The y-axis shows the average of inter-spike interval $\mu_{ISI}$ of the post-synaptic neuron $n$. Each data shown is the average of 10 experiments. The inter-spike interval was measured in ms.

**Figure 2.14:** The y-axis shows the standard deviation of the inter-spike interval of the system $\sigma_{ISI}$. Each point shown represents the average of 10 experiments run with different random seeds. The inter-spike interval was measured in msec.

A (see figure 2.15 (a)), show that if the input spike train has high frequency components (when the pre-synaptic neuron is of type FS), the system synchronize and lock with difficulties compared with the other cases with pre-synaptic CH or RS. Noticeably, all curves related to a pre-synaptic FS neuron are grouped at higher connection strength $w$ with threshold of about $w = 0.5$ instead of lower $w$ for the other cases. Also notice that pre-synaptic RS neurons are found in adjacent position for intermediate $w$ and finally pre-synaptic CH neurons instead appear to be the best pace maker locking sooner at lower connection strength of about $w = 0.1$. This is suggesting that the fast firing of multiple stimuli in the burst has better chances to find the appropriate time window to make the post-synaptic neuron internal state to resonate into a synchronized spike[2].
2.3. Results and discussion

**Figure 2.15:** Configuration A (figure (a)): The behaviour of the correlation coefficient $\rho$ in function of correlation strength $w$. In this plot only the pre-synaptic neuron $m$ has an external continuous stimulus. Symbols like CH-RS represent the type of neuron acting on which type of neuron with the pre-synaptic one on the left and the post-synaptic on the right. Every dot in the plot represents the average of ten different test simulations. Each of these simulations is done over 100000 points and run with small random fluctuations on the neuron parameters to avoid artifacts. Configuration B (figure (b)): A plot of correlation coefficient against connection strength taken in similar condition as figure 2.15 (a) and figure 2.13. In this case, both of the neurons have an external continuous stimulus. These two plot show clear differentiation between type of neurons. Notably CH types appear to be the best to induce synchrony at low $w$, whereas FS-RS in all cases show lower level of correlation. Also, FS-RS configuration appear to behave uniquely also in the plots of figures 2.13 and 2.14, where $ISI$ changed significantly with the variation of connection strength.

In configuration B, as shown in figure 2.15 (b), both of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons are stimulated by a constant input $I = 8\ mA$. Here, differently from above, if the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons are of the same kind, they synchronize rapidly at very low values of $w$. Similarly to configuration A, pre-synaptic FS class neurons have difficulties to lock the system and this results again in a higher threshold value. The threshold value of $w$ for pre-synaptic CH class neurons and RS class neurons is about 0.2 but in the case of pre-synaptic FS class neurons, the threshold value moved to 0.5.

The FS-CH case is a noticeable because after an initial growth and plateau tendency at about $w = 0.4$ correlation drops again until a second rise at $w = 0.5$ and a similar behavior is observed also for the RS-FS couple. This suggests that the FS prominent feature of spike frequency adaptation, the
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tendency of neurons to relax its inter-spike time so decreasing its instantaneous spiking frequency, hinder conspicuously the phase lock process in a strongly non-linear fashion compared to other configurations [15, 30].
Chapter 3

Noise influence on spike activation in a Hindmarsh-Rose small-world neural network

3.1 Introduction

The control and flow of information in Brains is fundamental for the understanding of high-level processes like attention, visual perception and other complex functions[79, 63]. Despite enormous system complexity, it has been found that information can be sourced by single neurons even in major sensory pathways[58]. These distinct units can trigger chain of events that contribute to complex perception episodes or high level motor responses. This is known to happen for example with features detectors neurons[43] in lower animals, and similar phenomena are observed in mammal’s neurons of higher hierarchical position in the visual system, those that respond to complex patterns and activate elaborate responses[50].

Despite the great volume of experimental facts that points toward noise as a contributing factor in signal transmission in brains[1, 29, 46] or generally in non-linear networks [46], we do not have yet a universally accepted theoretical framework to quantitatively evaluate the effects of noise to neurons operations and to the higher level network functions.

Here we want to contribute to this problem with a study in which we emulate a triggering event in the brain through a single active neuron that we call initiator $x_o$ and, in controlled noise conditions, we study the flow of spike activity along the network to evaluate the role of noise amplitude on the signal propagation. In the first part of this study, we elucidate in a quantitative manner the role of noise and we found for the first time a linear relationship between the amplitude expressed in decibel and the delay interval between initiator $x_o$ first spike and the network activation. Moreover, studying the
dependence with network size, we found that as the network grows in dimensions, the spiking activity starts earlier until the role of the initiator is completely suppressed beyond about $N = 100$ neurons. In the second part of the research, we characterize the network especially focusing on the spectral characteristics, going in details on its frequency dependence with noise and size. It is found that high levels of noise introduce chaos in the network and that, again, network size seems to replace the function of external noise for simulations with constant noise level and variable network sizes.

3.2 Models and methods

We used a Newman–Watts small world network to simulate the neural network. A realistic neural network is neither regular nor completely random[37] and this network has both deterministic and random properties[52]. Simulation of relatively small artificial networks can be a good metaphor for real brains as, for example, in 2003 Izhikevich demonstrated that a network of simulated spiking neurons exhibited collective waves and frequencies [34] in a range similar to the human brain.

To simulate the neurons we used the Hindmarsh–Rose model[7, 66] changing the intensity of noise and the network size to elucidate the role of spiking frequencies in function of various parameters. Even though precise arrangement of neural connections in real brains is not known, Small-World network models are widely used to simulate known statistical properties of Brain’s neural connections, reproducing high clustering coefficient and low shortest path[53, 6, 85, 51]. The network random connection probability of the Small-World structure has been kept to $p = 0.4$ as a reasonable value with enough random connections to induce fast diffusion of spikes, but still small enough to represent real biological systems. This network structure and $p$ values are considered reasonable on numerous literature studies, for example Basset[6] where regions of Human brain are found to have clustering coefficient as low as 0.14 equivalent to $p > 0.4$, or also Yan H.Z[87] and Ozer[56] for values of $0.1 < p < 0.6$ in small-world neural networks. To measure the global behavior of the network we monitored the integral of the total membrane potential. This is considered to be analogous to the electroencephalogram (EEG) in a real brain. By means of Fourier analysis, we found that this collective signal has distinct frequency peaks which are compatible with values observed in biological systems. This fact is not trivial since neuronal activities of a complex network are very difficult to predict analytically.
The Hindmarsh–Rose\cite{27} system is characterized by three independent variables that represent the membrane potential and the two ion channel currents. A single neuron model is described by the following differential equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= y - ax^3 + bx^2 - z + I \\
\dot{y} &= c - dx^2 - y \\
\dot{z} &= r[s(x - \chi) - z].
\end{align*}
\] (3.1)

In this equation, \(x\) is time dependent and represents the membrane potential, whereas \(y\) and \(z\) are often called the spiking and bursting variables, respectively\cite{18}. Those variables are all expressed in arbitrary units and do not have a direct translation in biologically realistic parameters\cite{27}.

In figure 3.1, it is shown a plot of the three variable phase cycle that induces the spike. The choice of the eight parameters in the model results in the kind of neuron simulated. Here we fixed them as \(a = 3, b = 3, c = 1, d = 5, s = 4, r = 0.00, \chi = -1.6\) determined in order to produce neuronal bursting dynamics comparable to realistic neurons of "chattering" type. The \textit{initiator} neuron \(x_o\) introduced above has a continuous input stimulus of \(I = 3\) (a.u.) and starts at \(t = 0\) with the initial values \(x(0) = 0.3, y(0) = 0.3, z(0) = 3\). Other authors\cite{65} use similar values of input currents, ranging from about \(I = 2\)
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Figure 3.2: A sketch of the network structure. Each neuron is represented by a circle and simulated by the Hindmarsh–Rose model. The lines represent neural connections to neighbors neurons. The random connections that cross the circle are those due to the $p$ parameter of the Small-World structure. The grayed neuron indicated by the symbol $x_o$ a special initiator that has a constant external current input $I_o$ and it is used to stimulate the whole network and to study the diffusion of spikes in the system in presence of noise. In our simulations the connections are changed randomly at every run, however the Small-World structural parameters are maintained constant. The cross connections parameter $p$ is kept at $p = 0.4$ (for image clarity in this sketch $p$ is lower). In some experiments the number of neurons is also varied.

to $I = 10$. Other neurons initial current values are set to zero. This neuron is called initiator because of its role of single source of information in the network. In other terms, the initiator $x_o$ is the only neuron that provides stimulated spikes and those are thought as the single source of information in the network. That is, in absence of external noise, if other neurons are spiking it is because directly or indirectly they receive the information to do so from $x_o$. Our study investigates throughout the role of noise in this context. The entire network is connected as a Small-World system, without exception of $x_o$ that receives input from the neighboring neurons accordingly to the network structure, see Figure 3.2 for a sketch of the configuration used.

The integration of the differential equation (3.1) is done with an Euler method, a time consuming but straightforward integration method. Time step is set to $\Delta t = 0.01 \text{ ms}$ [84] and has been verified to not introduce instabilities (slight increase of $\Delta t$ does not provoke appreciable variation in the network response)

Figure 3.3 shows the Fourier transformation of the membrane signal of a
single neuron inserted in a $p = 0.4$ network. The network itself is intentionally chosen to be smaller ($N = 10$) and with the minimal noise level (signal to noise ratio $dB = 40$) in order to be an example of frequency signature of the neuron response. The neuron position is chosen at random far from the active $x_o$. Very interestingly, we can observe the emergence of peaks at 10 Hz, these frequencies in the averages membrane potential can be though as an analogous of $\alpha$ waves in real brains. This shows biological plausibility in simulations as already established for example by Izhikevich. [35, 57].

To generate the network, firstly, we create a regular network with a ring over $n$ vertices. Each vertex stands for a neuron. Then, every vertex in the ring is connected with its nearest neighbors at both sides. In all our tests, $k = 1$, this means that each neuron is connected with two neighbors, one on its left and the other on its right. We say that the network is of dimension $k = 1$ (if $k = 2$ each neuron has four neighbors, two on the left and two on the right). Starting from this regular network structure, we create random shortcuts by adding connections pointing to other neurons chosen at random with probability $p$ ($p = 0.4$ in our case). Each vertex $v_i$ ($i \in \{1, 2, 3...N\}$) can be connected with any other with probability $p$. For vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$, a uniform distribution random number in the range zero to one is generated.

**Figure 3.3:** The Fourier transformation of the membrane signal of a single neuron inserted in a $p = 0.4$ network of $N = 10$ and with signal to noise ratio $dB = 40$. This is an example of frequency signature of a single neuronal response. The inset shows the actual spike plot where the Fourier transformation was calculated from, the horizontal axis represents 1000 msec of time. The bar at $x = 0.8$ indicates the threshold used to separate the baseline activity from the action potential. The neuron is chosen at random and it is not connected to the initiator neuron $x_o$. 

3.2. Models and methods
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and compared with $p$. If the number is lower than $p$ the connection between $v_i$ and $v_j$ is created, otherwise not. A similar test is done to the adjacent neuron until all neurons are examined. Neurons have no connections with themselves and two neurons can be coupled by a unique segment, a single neuron can receive more than one connections from different neurons\[77\].

A good representation of biologically plausible noise is controversial, however since the central limit theorem guarantees that a good number or arbitrary distributes sources converge to a Gaussian signal, we opted for this type of noise[5, 81, 14]. The intensity is modulated using different values of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) defined in decibel as $dB = 10 \log_{10}(\frac{A_s}{A_n})^2$. Where $A_s$ is the amplitude of the signal and $A_n$ that of the noise. We use this definition because is standard and logarithmic, however we have to empathize that bigger values of $dB$ mean a less noisy network.

The random variable is generated with this formula:

$$
\phi(X, \mu, \sigma) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(X-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}.
$$

(3.2)

Here $X$ is a flat pseudo-random value generated internally by the numerical library \textit{numpy}[36, 75], $\mu$ is the mean value around which the Gaussian is centered and $\sigma$ is the corresponding standard deviation. In our experiment, $\mu$ was fixed as 0 and $\sigma$ as 1[82][19]. We use

$$
S = \frac{1}{N} \Sigma_i x_i,
$$

$$
\eta = \sqrt{\frac{S}{10^{dB/10}}},
$$

$$
\varepsilon = \eta \phi(X, \mu, \sigma).
$$

(3.3)

$N$ is the total number of neurons, $x_i$ the membrane potential of neuron $i$, $\eta$ the noise amplitude and $\varepsilon$ the final Gaussian noise random variable. It results to be distributed along a Gaussian curve, with intensity proportional to $\eta$ that contains the decibel parameter that is varied in the tests[40]. The intensity of noise is calculated at each time loop, so several neurons receive the same noise intensity for the same time step. This is an approximation of a realistic network where noise do not have spatial specificity.

The differential equation that describes the time evolution of a single neuron $x_i$ in the system is:
3.3 Results

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i &= y_i - ax_i^3 + bx_i^2 - z_i + \varepsilon_i + g_i \sum_{j=1}^{N} a_{ij}(x_i - x_j) + I_o \\
y_i &= c - dx_i^2 - y_i \\
\dot{z}_i &= r[s(x_i - \chi) - z_i].
\end{align*}
\]

(3.4)

This formula is equivalent to eq. 3.1 but extended for a system of \(N\) neurons, variables and parameter have the same meaning explained previously. The index \(i\) represent each of the \(N\) neurons in the network. The parameter \(\varepsilon_i\) is the Gaussian noise of neuron \(i\), updated at each time loop. To compute the input current that each neuron receives, we calculate \(g_i \sum_{j=1}^{N} a_{ij}(x_i - x_j)\). The sum is mediated by an adjacency matrix \(a_{ij}\) that stores the connection between the vertices. In it, \(a_{ij}\) is 1 if there is a connection between the neuron \(i\) and \(j\), otherwise it is 0. \(x_i\) and \(x_j\) are the membrane potential of neuron \(i\) and \(j\). \(g_i\) is the coupling strength\[76, 4\] that is normalized to the number of connections of neuron \(i\). In this way:

\[
g_i = \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} a_{ij}}.
\]

(3.5)

In this formula, \(N\) is the number of neurons in the network. If we do not impose this normalization, the network will have an unbalanced influence of signals coming from the neighbors neurons depending on connections number\[83, 69\].

As stated above, in our simulation a neuron \(x_o\) receives a specific continuous current stimulus \(I_o\) that is set to a value of 3 (a.u.) in all our tests. So, in the first equation of system (3.4) if \(x_i \equiv x_o\), \(I_o = 3\), in all other cases \(I_o = 0\).

3.3 Results

We verified that without the contribution of the special initiator neuron \(x_o\), the network exhibits no spiking activity and membrane signal settle to a baseline value.

On the other hand, if neuron \(x_o\) receives a constant input \(I_o\), it becomes active and drives its connected neighbors to spike, and those will induce spiking on their neighbors. The information will propagate until the whole network will be spiking in a random but stable manner.

In the following tests, corresponding to figures from 3.4 to 3.7, a network of \(N = 48\) neurons was used with connections as in table 3.1, \(i\) and \(j\) are the index of neurons. Value 1 in each grid indicates neuron \(i\) is wired with
neuron \( j \) \((a_{ij} = 1)\). Empty grid means there is no connection between neuron \( i \) and neuron \( j \) \((a_{ij} = 0)\).

| Table 3.1: An example of network connections. Values of \( a_{ij} \) represent the connection strength within the 48 neurons small-world network. Connection strength can be only of value 1 (connected) or zero (not-connected). Zero values are not shown for clarity). |

Noiseless response of such a system is shown in the spike map of figure (3.4). This map is generated using an arbitrary threshold to separate basal random signal from the spikes. After few tests to evaluate the membrane potential range, the threshold was chosen as \( x=0.8 \), see inset of figure (3.3). When the membrane potential exceeds this value, we assume that the neuron is firing[59] and plot the mark that is shown in figure (3.4) and the following spike maps. To evaluate the behavior of the network as a whole, we integrate the membrane potential for the entire population of neurons. We use this equation to calculate the parameter \( E(t) \):

\[
E(t) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i(t)}{N}.
\]  

(3.6)

In figure 3.5 we show the output of the network measured as the average membrane potential calculated with eq. (3.6) for a network of 48 neurons,
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Figure 3.4: The spike map of a noiseless small-world network of 48 Hindemarsh–Rose neurons, a sketch of it is in figure 3.2. The neuron indicated as number 0 is a special one that is connected to an external signal of $I = 3$ (a.u.) constant input. It functions as an initiator and after a delay of time, provokes the spiking of the whole network. The same experiment reproduced with identical parameters but with no external input ($I = 0$), produce no spiking everywhere in the network (blank result not shown).

$p = 0.4$ and $k = 1$. Clearly as the noise increases, the initial transitional behavior get shorter and shorter. This suggests two things, noise influences the average baseline of neuronal response and it affects also the spike rate of the neuronal system.

Figure 3.6 shows the raster plot for a neuron network with 48 neurons, $k = 1$ and $p = 0.4$ as before, for different noise levels. Again, the initiator neuron $x_0$ is spiking since the beginning, whereas the rest of the network is quiescent and responds with a variable delay that depends on noise level.

The signal to noise ratio influences strongly the initiation of secondary spiking along the network. Calling $S_s$ the time interval by which secondary spikes are activated, we can interpolate our results with a liner model

$$S_s = \delta \varepsilon + \alpha.$$ 

where $\delta = 14$ msec per decibel, $\varepsilon$ is the noise level in dB and $\alpha$ is an offset, the linear regression coefficient is better than 0.9. The influence of the initiator $x_0$ is negligible and the linear dependence is clear. See figure (3.7) for graphical representation of this with a test with several level of noises. This formula cannot have a general meaning because it is bind to this specific network, however it shows a quantitative relation to modulate transfer of information.
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**Figure 3.5:** The behaviour of the neuron population membrane potential in function of noise level. Noise seems to help the diffusion of spikes along the network. Horizontal axis spans over 1000 ms of simulation calculated in 100,000 steps of 0.01 msec each. The vertical axis is the voltage in arbitrary units. Each simulation is taken on a network of \( N = 48 \) neurons and averaged on 8 different experiments done with same parameters but different random generator seeds. As the signal to noise ratio grows (less external noise) the initial transition time gets longer indicating a worse diffusion of information across the network.

**Figure 3.6:** The spike maps of a network with \( N = 48 \) neurons in different noise conditions. Signal to noise ratio in each plot is (a) \( dB = 35 \), (b) \( dB = 31 \), (c) \( dB = 26 \) and (d) \( dB = 18 \). The signal to noise ratio influences strongly the initiation of regular spiking along the network. On the vertical axis we have the neuron number, neuron indexed as zero is the special *initiator* neuron \( x_0 \). Notice that a better signal to noise ratio means less external noise. Intermediate dB values were calculated but not shown.

with noise intensity in this case.

A network with identical parameters as above was tested in similar way
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\[ I = 0 \quad I = 3 \]

\[ \text{Linear fit (} I = 3 \text{)} \]

Figure 3.7: The comparative plot of the delay by which the spiking activity starts in a network with and without an active initiator \( x_o \). Round dots represent the delay with an active (\( I = 3 \)) initiator and the square an inactive one. The influence of \( x_o \) is negligible and linear dependence is clear. The red line represents a linear interpolation of \( r > 0.9 \) and inclination \( \delta = 14 \) msec per dB.

but changing the size of the network instead of noise (noise level was kept constant at 20 dB). As shown in figure 3.8 for small network sizes the initiator neuron \( x_o \) makes the spread of spikes quicker, but it does not seem to influence strongly the transitional delay period after the network grows more than about \( N = 100 \) neurons.

Figure 3.8: The comparative plot between networks with and without an active spike initiator \( x_o \), in the same fashion as in figure 3.7, but when the network size is changed. For small network sizes of less than about \( N = 100 \) neurons the initiator makes a difference and induce quicker propagation of spike activity. The noise level is kept to 20 dB in all the tests.
To analyze the influence of noise to the collective frequencies of the network, we studied the Fourier spectrum of the variable $E$ in (3.6). The Fourier spectrum peaks, if present, are very important for recognizing rhythms and regularities in the entire network that mimic the biological phenomena of slow and fast waves in real brains.

![Figure 3.9: A plot of the fast Fourier transformation of the membrane potential averaged over the whole network. The curves represent the frequency spectrum of it averaged over the whole network. Each line represents a simulation with different level of noises. The horizontal axis is in Hz and the vertical in arbitrary units. The latter has a relative meaning since plots are shifted vertically for clarity. These show how the network characteristic frequencies are influenced by different noise levels. The simulations are produced with a total of $N = 48$ neurons. The small world network is characterized by a connection probability $p = 0.4$ and dimension $k = 1$ and a spiking initiator neuron $x_o$ with input $I = 3$ (a.u.). The plot considers only the frequencies at regime. That is, the simulation is for 1000 msec, the first 300 msec of data are not considered, in order to avoid low frequencies due to the initial transitional phase discussed above. Interestingly the prominent $\beta$ peak seems to decay with increasing noise.](image)

The Fourier transformation presents evident peaks at strong signal to noise ratio (top curve, $dB = 35$), whereas the more prominent peaks at $\alpha$ and $\beta$ seem to decay with increasing noise[35], see figure 3.9. The Fourier transform data are calculated over a simulation period of 1000 msec, cutting off the first 300 msec to avoid including slow frequencies due to the initial transitional phase discussed above. Interestingly the prominent $\beta$ peak seems
to shift to the right with noise intensity, a very weak effect that is, however, difficult to prove with mathematical means. We studied the total network power average among 5 different frequency bands, $\theta$, $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$. We calculate the Fourier spectrum of a 1000 millisecond simulation as above, then we sum up the power of those five frequency bands with this formula

$$\theta = \frac{1}{N_\theta} \sum_{f=4}^{7} \Psi(f) df,$$

$$\alpha = \frac{1}{N_\alpha} \sum_{f=7}^{14} \Psi(f) df,$$

$$\beta = \frac{1}{N_\beta} \sum_{f=14}^{30} \Psi(f) df,$$

$$\gamma_1 = \frac{1}{N_{\gamma_1}} \sum_{f=30}^{40} \Psi(f) df,$$

$$\gamma_2 = \frac{1}{N_{\gamma_2}} \sum_{f=50}^{70} \Psi(f) df.$$  

(3.7)

Here $\Psi$ represents the vector that contains the module of the fast Fourier transformation array. The elements corresponding to frequencies within the band are added up ($\theta$ from 4 to 7 Hz, $\alpha$ 7 to 14 Hz, $\beta$ 14 to 30 Hz, $\gamma_1$ 30 to 40 Hz and $\gamma_2$ 50 to 70 Hz). Each band has different number of elements, so the value is normalized to the various $N_\theta$, $N_\alpha$, etc., depending on how many elements each band has. Then we plot the result against the noise, figure 3.10.

In this plot we see that all prominent peaks decrease with noise intensity. This happens because low level of noise produces the transitional phenomena shown in figure 3.6 and 3.5, during which few neurons are spiking, then the network goes to a regime with lower and more distributed frequency peaks. To verify that these patterns are indeed due to the initial transitional phenomena and not by an intrinsic character of the network, we cut off the first 300 msec of simulation and we instead observe a more intricate behaviour of the bands power, shown in figure 3.11.

Since each symbol represents a different noise level, the fact that the plots intersect each other indicates that noise produce a non-linear effect frequency bands amplitudes in this case. We investigate the network changing the network size as a paradigm of biological internal noise. The analysis is conducted with other important neuron properties and characteristics kept constant to allow comparison and discussion. Small world dimension $k = 1$, probability $p = 0.4$ and every simulation is repeated 8 times with different random seeds, then averaged as in the previous tests.

As shown in figure 3.12, each spectrum shows distinct peaks in the $\alpha$ and
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Figure 3.10: The power of five frequency bands for a network of $N = 48$ neurons. The level of noise is represented by each symbol according to this scheme: square, $dB = 5$, plus, $dB = 9$, diamond, $dB = 13$, triangle, $dB = 18$, triangle (bigger), $dB = 22$, circle, $dB = 26$, circle (bigger), $dB = 31$, plus (bigger), $dB = 35$. The peaks magnitude seems to keep the same relative order with noise, this effect is caused by the predominance of the initial transition to regime over the noise influence. The inset shows the average and standard deviation of $E(t)$ in function of noise for the same network. The average potential drops regularly because of the initial transitional period that drives potentials to more negative values. Noise reduces this initial transition, so the curve appears less negative at low dB values. Refer also to figure 3.5. For reason of clarity not all the decibel labels are indicated.

$\theta$ range. Interestingly, this behavior is maintained also for bigger networks. At present conditions, our system is limiting the simulations to these network sizes, but it would be interesting to increase even more the number of neurons to see if the diminished lower frequencies peaks phenomenon observed with external noise increase would be repeated with networks of much higher sizes.
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Figure 3.11: The power of five frequency bands for a network of $N = 48$ neurons at different noise levels as in figure 3.10. Noticeably, the first 300 msec of simulation where cut off to emphasize the network frequencies at regime. The various plots cross each other, with no systematic trends. This is indicating that the noise is influencing the spectrum relative intensities and seems to shift peaks position (see figure 3.9). For reason of clarity not all the dB labels are shown. The initiator $x_0$ has negligible influence on these plots, see figure 3.7.

Figure 3.12: The Fourier transformation of the membrane signal in networks of different sizes and constant 20 dB noise level. Each line is shifted vertically for clarity, in the same fashion as figure (3.9). From top to bottom, the number of neurons is decreasing (top 171, bottom 10 with steps of 23 neurons). The simulation is run for 1000 msec, first 300 msec of data are not considered to avoid low frequencies due to the initial baseline variations. Frequencies peaks emerge in all conditions, but less prominent for networks of bigger sizes. Each plot is the average of 8 identical simulations executed with different random number seeds.
Chapter 4

Discussion and Conclusion

In this research work I succeeded to clarify two important things, the role of synaptic connectivity in a minimal two-neuron system and the way information propagate in a model neural network.

In chapter 1, we have focused on the synchronization of a pair of neurons and studied the spiking correlation using a coefficient $\rho$. We have shown for the first time that correlation is highly non-linear in $w$ with the presence of distinct threshold points for all neurons classes studied. Synchronization in simplified system of two neurons has been analyzed with real isolated coupled neurons by Elson [21] and with analog electronic neurons by Pinto[60]. Innovative numerical simulations has been performed by Wei[78] and Stich[70], however no systematic study on the neurons synchronization against coupling coefficient was elucidated in previous studies. We found that when the threshold point is crossed two neurons reach a state of synchronous spiking that is characterized by a bifurcated and asymmetric phase diagram (figure 2.7(d)). This behaviour is similar to what has been found in the work of Pinto et. al that studied an electric analog neurons model[60]. Non linear behaviour is evident in the inter-spike interval plots for all class of neurons tested and clear differentiation between neuron types has been found and reported in figures 2.9 and 2.10. Interspike activity begins at transition points that make the threshold crossing phenomena more evident. In addition to all previous literature knowledge, we have shown that neuron class radically changes the response of the system to connection strength. Inter-spike interval is kept almost invariable for two neurons stimulated by a constant input for any connection strength, however evident inter-spike drift is observed for FS-RS pairs (figure 2.13). The dependence on neuron types is even more evident in the inter-spike distribution width (represented by the standard deviation in plot of figure 2.14). Prominent threshold behavior is observed and shown in figure 2.15 (a) systematically for each neuron type pair combination. Striking differences in response and threshold values are observed and
reported, moreover, if the second neuron has his own external constant stimulus, again impressive differences in response, threshold and inclination of correlation curve are reported (figure 2.15 (b)). These quantitative observation and original behavioral features are the elemental foundation that may pave the way for the development of new brain theoretical models of small or larger networks.

The fact that discontinuity is found in the connection strength vs correlation plot is not surprising, since neural connections are known to hold a strong threshold dependent relation to input. In fact, simpler artificial neural networks are generally represented with sigmoidal-like curves in input. However, we found essentially two novel information in our study. The first is that this threshold is variable, and the variability depends strongly with the type of neurons that we are using. As visible in our data (figure ??) chattering neurons are driving the post-synaptic neurons to correlation at an earlier value of connection strength than any other neuron. It is very important to notice that the threshold at which correlation between the two neuron rises, is virtually the same for the three type of post-synaptic neurons. The configuration CH-RS, CH-FS and CH-CH shows the same threshold value of about $w_0 = 0.2$, also shape of the curves is very similar for the three configurations and a plateau of $\rho \approx 70\%$ is reached for all of them. This striking similarity for three different neurons is striking and suggests that the level of correlation depends strongly on the pre-synaptic neuron type. Also, our results indicates that the brief bursting activity of chattering neurons is able to stimulate the dynamics of post-synaptics systems with the same strength even if the neural characteristics differs.

The fact that we have a real measurable threshold value ($w_0$) is useful to dimension, test and realize actual artificial system knowing in advance connection strength level of importance in a dynamical system. For example, in the case that the pre-synaptic neuron is of CH type, our work give neural systems designers the a-priory knowledge that connection strength less than 20% are not influential to the dynamics, as well as 50% or higher $w$s are not important since plateau is already reached. In the case of chattering neuronal system, the range of 0.2 < $w$ < 0.5 all what counts.

Same discussion can be deduced for the other neuronal configurations we studied FS-CH, FS-RS, FS-FS and RS-CH, RS-CH and RS-RS. Very interestingly, when the pre-synaptic neuron is of FS type, whatever is the post-synaptic, we notice a threshold at about $w = 40\%$ and a sort of secondary resonance peak at almost exactly $w = 50\%$. This peak is reproduced only in
the case of pre-synaptic of FS type, but not in the case of RS type, even if the threshold value corresponds. This again support the general conclusion that when a pre-synaptic neuron is driving a not-stimulated post-synaptic one, the pre-synaptic characteristics win on the pos-synaptic neuron. This fact is very important for the design of neuronal systems. In the right panel of figure 2.15 we show the situation in which the two connected neurons have their own independent stimulation. Also in this case we have have found very specific behavior that have meaning in a general neuronal system. The legend of the figure shows, the three systems where the neurons are identical (CH-CH, RS-RS and FS-FS) show immediate sensitivity to the connection strength $w$, without a visible threshold-like behaviour. Moreover, they lock quickly to high values of $\rho > 80\%$ reaching a plateau at $w < 0.2$. Noticeably the plateau is reached earlier than the initial threshold in the other connection model.

In chapter 2, We analyzed the collective behaviour of a H-R small world network of dimension $k = 1$ and random connection probability $p = 0.4$. The influence of noise is studied, especially concentrating on the effects it has on the propagation of information along the network by studying the membrane average frequencies and spike activity diffusion due to an active neuron that initiate the spiking. To isolate other effects the network is in ideal conditions, identical neurons, no plasticity and no delay time are considered. The network have a single active neuron $x_o$ connected to an external stimulus of $I_o = 3$ mA. This neuron is spiking constantly and in absence of noise it induces the rest of the network to spike after an initial transitional time. Most interestingly, it seems that noise favors the initiation of secondary spikes (the spikes that follow those of $x_o$), and this spike activity becomes spontaneous and independent from $x_o$. We found a linear relationship between secondary spikes initiation time and signal to noise ratio in decibels, with an inclination constant of about $\delta = 14$ millisecond per decibels. This phenomenon is instead found to be much weaker or not existent if we increase network size. However, for networks of sizes of $N = 100$ neurons or less, the initiator $x_o$ still makes a difference, favoring the quicker spread of spike activity on the network. This suggests that locally active neurons play a role in the spread of information in confined domains outside which the effect decays with distance. For the sake of simplicity and to avoid complexity this result has a limited meaning bind to the specific Hindmarsh–Rose network studied here, but we have intention to verify if this function of noise
is a general phenomenon in spiking networks or remains limited the conditions and network connection structure used. The importance of noise in neural networks is known, and what we observed reminds phenomena of stochastic resonance in biological systems[1, 67, 73, 45, 47]. The influence of noise on frequency have been investigated by Fourier analysis. We have shown that once the transitional delay is past, noise displaces main frequencies peaks, provoking a slow transition to chaos. Studying the most prominent frequency bands ($\theta$, $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$) we confirmed that noise quenches those biologically significant peaks in the network. Still, at regime, a less keen transition to chaos is observed, frequency peaks do reduce and tend to disappear, but in a slower and more complex trend that seems to conserve some activity in the theta and alpha band (cfr. figure 3.9 and figure 3.11). In real brains, the noise is generated internally, so we scaled up the network and used the network size as a paradigm of the external noise. We found two trends, a reduction in peaks amplitude and better sharpness and definition of Fourier peaks, but not an evident degeneration to chaos observed increasing external noise. This trend must be presumably confirmed with much higher network sizes, and we have intention to set up the appropriate computational tools to do that in the near future.

This two studies was related with two points. The first one we used the gap junction as the coupling way. The results showed the dynamics both in coupled neuron system and neural network with gap junction connections. The second one is in the two studies, we both analyzed coupled bursting neurons. Both gap junction and bursting neurons have important roles for information processing within brain. Recently, since the development of supercomputer, we can simulate huge networks, but we still don’t have enough theories and basic methods to analysis the dynamics in complex networks.

Our study gives a basic theory and dynamics analysis method for simple neural systems. In the future, we would like to contribute to two different projects.

1. Improving the coupling neuron system what we introduced in Chapter 2 with Spike-timing dependent plasticity rules. We will focus on the influence of the time delay and the initial connection strength on the phases of spike trains. 2. Instead of small world networks, we will use grid networks and cube networks to construct our neural network system. In this system we will adjust the frequency of external stimulus, and we will observe more details about how the noise influence the information process in our brain.

In the past years, more and more people realized the importance of brain
Many countries started brain research projects. Even today, many artificial intelligence progress and deep learning applications show brain-like ability in many areas, but they are still not realistic intelligent systems. On the other hand, the study of brain’s diseases and other medical related topics make a lot of social pressure. In brain research, computational neuron science has a very important role. This is because the process of neural information has a complex spatial-temporal structure. Using mathematical methods and simulations, we can focus on the significance of the activity of basic neural systems. For example we can study individual neurons or coupled neurons. Once those functions will be elucidated, we can analyze the average activity in neural networks with huge size or very complex structures with a better understanding of their functions and better control.

In conclusion using anatomy, EEG or other technologies, researchers have gathered huge of data when the brain perform particular tasks. Computational research like we did in our thesis, help the scientific community to create better brain models and using them to emulate particular behavior or activity that are observed in biological systems. Our study is contributing to the understanding on how real brains work and then figure out improved theories of our brain.
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